
Garrett AT Gold Metal Detector

Headphones are included with the Garrett AT Gold (Waterproof headphones sold
separately)

True All-Metal mode offers deepest detection depth and sensitivity on the
smallest nuggets.

Simultaneously shows the target’s conductivity and the detector’s
discrimination pattern.

Designed for use in wet, humid and dusty environments.

Weatherproof housing can be immersed in water to 10-foot (3m) depth.

Numeral scale from 0 to 99; indicates a target metal’s conductivity for
increased ability to distinguish targets from each other.

Allows the user to manually adjust the audio threshold (constant background
sound) to better hear targets.

Proportional audio response and Tone Roll Audio features provide more target
information.

Allows user to hear discriminated iron and to audibly identify problematic
flat iron objects like bottle caps and washers.

A Garrett exclusive feature that allows user to audibly identify iron objects
even while operating in a True All Metal Mode.

There is an automatic feature that allows user to quickly ground balance the
detector in mineralized soil conditions.

Non-Motion All-Metal Mode is used to precisely locate a detected target’s
location in the ground.

Price: $639.95

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/prospecting-equipment/metal-detectors/garrett-at-gold-metal-detector/


Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!

Garrett Pro-Pointer AT

The Pro-Pointer AT provides all terrain versatility for locating and
pinpointing metallic targets. It is environmentally protected from the
elements and is fully submersible to a maximum depth of 10 feet or 3 meters.

Fully waterproof to 10 feet with orange color for added visibility
underwater.

Maximum Sensitivity for improved detection of nuggets and other small
targets. Choose from three Sensitivity levels.

Fast Retune: Quick button press instantly tunes out environment or narrows
detection field for precise pinpointing of larger targets.

Retuning allows user to quickly: Shrink detection field to precisely pinpoint
large targets, Tune out mineralized ground, wet beach sand, etc., Help gauge
target size/distance, Help identify edges of large target, Pinpoint multiple
targets versus one large target signal

Lost Pro-Pointer Alarm: After 5 minutes with no button presses, the
pinpointer emits periodic warning chirps.

Automatic power off after 60 minutes of warning chirps; saves batteries.

Simple, single-button operation for Power, Retune, Sensitivity adjustment,
and Stealth Mode.

Ruler in Inches and Centimeters molded into side of pinpointer to judge
target depth.

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/prospecting-equipment/metal-detectors/metal-detecting-accessories/garrett-pro-pointer-at/


Lanyard Attachment Loop molded into side of pinpointed.

New power button is easy to operate even with gloves.

Price: $149.95 $137.45

Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!

Garrett Z-Lynk Headphone Wireless
System

Includes:

WT-1 wireless transmitter
WR-1 wireless receiver
Two USB charging cables
1/4″ headphone jack cable
Mounting band
Carrying case

Price: $140.95

Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/prospecting-equipment/metal-detectors/metal-detecting-accessories/garrett-z-lynk-headphone-wireless-system/
https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/prospecting-equipment/metal-detectors/metal-detecting-accessories/garrett-z-lynk-headphone-wireless-system/

